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ENGLISH SHREW, RUSSIAN KROT ‘MOLE’ 
~ RUSSIAN CHERT ‘DEVIL’, AND GERMAN SKRAT ‘DEVIL’ 

Английское существительное shrew имеет два значения: «землеройка» 
и «сварливая, неуживчивая женщина». По традиции имя зверька эти-
мологизируют как «кусака» или «режущая», хотя убедительных осно-
ваний для такой трактовки нет. По всей вероятности, shrew родственно 
русск. крот и чёрт. Связь между крот и чёрт установлена довольно 
давно, но shrew не заметил никто. Первичны чёрт, нем. Skrat и пр., а 
крот и землеройка были приняты за воплощения злого духа. Крот жи-
вет под землей и черного цвета, а землеройка с древнейших времен 
считалась сверхъестественно ядовитой. Скандинавские соответствия в 
этой группе кончаются на b и g. Общими для всех слов была только «пу-
гающая» группа skr-, так что их можно считать звукосимволическими 
или звукоподражательными. Значение «сварливая женщина» в англий-
ском вторично: от «землеройки» (ядовитого зверя) к «чертовке». 

Ключевые слова: этимология, история английского языка, славян-
ские языки, обозначения грызунов, обозначения мифологических 
существ. 

Well said, old mole! Canst work i’ the earth so fast? 
Shakespeare 

Most people remember the word shrew thanks to the title of Shakespeare’s 
play and in connection with the adjectives shrewd and shrewish. The little 
mouse called shrew ‘Musiranus; Mus Arancus, etc.’ interests only zoologists 
and historical linguists. Our most authoritative dictionaries cite shrew ‘mam-
mal of the genus Sorex’ and shrew ‘malignant woman given to railing’ as parts 
of the same entry or as homonyms and either say nothing of the word’s 
etymology (of unknown/uncertain origin) or trace the animal name shrew to 
the root *(s)ker- or (s)kreu- (the latter sometimes with a laryngeal) ‘to cut’. 
V. V. Levitskii, who was especially interested in the development of the root 
meaning ‘cut’, here shares the opinion of his numerous predecessors. In his 
dictionary [Levitskii 2010, I: 474], shrew and its cognates from Falk-Torp appear 
under the root SKRAWW ‘shriveled’, from the Indo-European root *sker- ‘pull 
together, press’, allied to *harp-, as in E harp.1 Quite common is reference to E 
                                                           
1 The following abbreviations are used below: E – English, G – German, Icel. – 
Icelandic, L – Latin, MHG – Middle High German, N – Norwegian, OE – Old English, 
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*shred, from scrēadian. The entry in the OED can serve as a typical illustration 
of this tendency. Mention is made there of OE scirfe- in scirfemus ‘sorex’, 
whose root will be seen in OE sceorfan ‘to cut’. Also, the glosses on MHG 
schermus are said to point to several rodents (cf. the English verb shear). In 
English, the animal name turned up in the oldest glosses, but what the shrew cuts 
has never been explained to everybody’s satisfaction. In various sources, one can 
read that cutting refers to the animal’s bite or to its pointed snout. German 
Spitzmaus ‘shrew’ seems to confirm the second conjecture. However, shrew and 
scirfe- in scirfemus are different words, while cutting is not biting. The path from 
Spitzmus to scirfemus is not straight. By contrast, Westphalian schrå ‘lean’ 
[Jellinghaus 1877: 162] looks like a possible cognate of shrew.  

Although OE scrēawa has no cognates meaning ‘shrew, sorex’, its 
phonetic shape provides a clue to a reliable etymon. The pair OE hēawan 
~ OI hǫggva ‘cut, hew’ makes it possible to relate scrēawa to words with 
the root *skragg- (an u-stem), in which gg arose by Holtzmann’s Law 
(Verschärfung) and the vowel, to the extent that it is ǫ, would, as always, 
go back to the u-umlaut of a. This obvious step into the past was made 
long ago, and we immediately run into OI skrǫggr (one of the names of 
the fox), Modern Icel. skröggur ‘old man; ghost’, Norw. dial. skrogg 
‘wolf’, and many others, all of which are listed in Falk-Torp and AEW. 
The senses form a rather tight cluster: ‘wolf, fox; ghost, devil, giant; an 
emaciated man’. Not a single cognate of scrēawa means ‘shrewmouse’. 
The two animal names– ‘wolf’ and ‘fox’– hardly disrupt the cohesiveness 
of the list. The devilish nature of the wolf required no proof either to 
shepherds or to the people who invented Fenrir; the fox too had the reputa-
tion of a supernaturally sly creature. The etymological wolf-fox symbiosis 
is well-known: L volpes ~ vulpes meant ‘fox’, but the word is a cognate of 
wolf. In a way, the intrusion of animal names even reinforces the idea that 
shrew belongs with them in a natural way. The names of lean creatures 
(both humans and animals) should not worry us either. ‘Lean, emaciated; 
ghost-like’ was probably a term of abuse, and devils were often depicted 
as having a repellent appearance. Incidentally, English borrowed several 
words with this meaning: cf. scrag ‘lean man or animal’, along with 
scraggy and its near synonym scrag(g)ly ‘thin, bony, ragged’. Dictionaries 
trace them to words having the root rag-; however, Francis Wood [Wood 
1916: 516/24] and more emphatically Stefán Einarsson, who was unaware 
of Wood’s suggestion, must have been right in connecting them with shrew 
(see the references in [Einarsson 1986: LVIII, top]). To clinch the argu-
ment, we observe MHG schröuwel ‘devil’ and OHG scrauwaz ‘dwarf; 

                                                                                                                         
OHG – Old High German, OI – Old Icelandic, Russ. – Russian, Sw. –Swedish 
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goblin’. They have the phonetics of OE scrēawa and the semantics of the 
Scandinavian words.  

Thus, the shrew shares company with devils, along with the fox and 
the wolf, both of which exhibited devilish characteristics. No reference to 
cutting has emerged so far. The meaning and etymology of the root 
*scrauw- ~ *skragg- are unclear, and the situation is made more compli-
cated by the fact that a few words having the same meaning as those listed 
above end in -b: N skrubb ‘wolf’, N (dialectal) skrubb ‘old lean man’, and 
others. Nothing would be easier than to isolate the root *skr- + vowel 
(represented by different grades of ablaut) + two different extensions. But 
this self-serving operation has little to recommend it. I have more than 
once discussed the peril of amputating root final consonants in etymologi-
cal research (see, for example, [Liberman 2003]). Even if we agree to go 
all the way with Per Persson, Benveniste, and their numerous supporters, 
in this case isolating extensions would be a wrong procedure: the meaning 
of skra- ~ skru- would still remain unknown, and the consonants would 
not look like regular suffixes. 

It is more reasonable to assume that words like skrubb ~ skrogg alter-
nated as whole entities and cannot be broken into elements. Sound substi-
tution is common in “low” words (mots populaires) and slang. Sometimes 
close synonyms sound so much alike that they begin to look like variants 
of the same word: cf. OE scrēadian, ceorfan (E carve), and sceorfan, all 
three meaning ‘to cut’. The original sense of the skr-word for “shrew” 
was, most likely, ‘frightening creature’, with the element of fear coming 
from the initial three consonants. Demons produce shrill sounds. Scream-
ing and screeching, let alone scratching and scraping, were their habitual 
pastimes. Judging by OE scrēawa, it was once called *skrauwa-. Quite 
probably, shrew arose as the name of an obnoxious small demon, not of an 
animal with a pointed snout. OE scirfemus and G Schermaus show that an 
association between the tiny mouse and cutting is real, but it hardly played 
any role in calling it scrēawa. 

The superstition concerning the shrew’s dangerous nature should not 
be taken lightly. The Century Dictionary (CD) refers to Holland’s transla-
tion of Pliny: “In Italy the hardy shrews are venomous in their bitings.” 
This is a frequently quoted statement. The same holds for Higdon’s trans-
lation of Trevisa’s mures nocetissimos as wel schrewed mys (according to 
Skeat, Wedgwood was the first to mention this place in connection with 
shrew). Another quotation, given in CD, is from Florio’s 1598 dictionary: 
“Museragno, a kind of mouse called a shrew, deadlie to other beasts if he 
bite them, and laming any bodie if he but touches them, of which the curse 
came, I beshrew thee.” Gilbert White remarked that at the end of the 
eighteenth century the shrewmouse still ranged among animals so poison-
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ous that its mere touch could make the limb of an animal wither [White 
1779]. The letters of which his book is made up were written in the late 
seventeen-seventies; the relevant letter (No. XXVIII) is dated January 8, 
1776, pp. 202–04 (cf. the OED, under shrew-ash). In the 1829 edition 
[White 1829: 231–32]2, William Jardine, the addressee of White’s letters, 
added a note concerning the injury done by the shrewmouse to horses. The 
archaic verb beshrew, which Florio mentions, means ‘deprave, corrupt; 
curse’. Jardine was aware of shrew-ashes, and he also knew the word 
shrew-struck, seemingly missed in the OED: “When a horse in the field 
happened to be suddenly seized with any thing like a numbness in his legs, 
he was immediately judged by the old persons to be either planet-struck or 
shrew-struck. The mode of cure they prescribed, and which they consid-
ered in all cases infallible, was to drag the animal through a piece of 
bramble that grew at both ends. – Bingley’s Memoirs of British Quadru-
peds.– Cats will kill shrews, but will not eat them” (the OED mentions 
only shrew-stroke, a 1872 citation). Too bad, “The Second Merseburg 
Charm” did not circulate among those ancestors. In Old English, the word 
hearma turned up. Its exact meaning is unknown: perhaps ‘mouse’, 
perhaps ‘weasel’. It sheds no light on the ancient superstition. Only folk 
etymology could connect it with harm (OE hearm), just as it connected OI 
harmr ‘hawk’ with harmr ‘grief’.  

I suggest that the cautious etymology in the OED should be rewritten. 
While discussing the origin of troll [Liberman 2008], I found an unex-
pected parallel: troll ~ Russ. drolia ‘beau’ (with several different, mainly 
derogatory, senses in other Slavic languages). This time too I think we 
have a telling Slavic parallel. Shrew should probably be connected with 
Russ. krot ‘mole; talpa’ and its cognates. The Russian for shrew is zem-
leroika, literally ‘earth-digger’ (also in English, erdshrew, that is, earth-
shrew, has been recorded). Shrew seems rather obviously allied to Russ. 
krot, mentioned above. Trubachev turned to krot and its putative congeners 
three times: in the Slavic etymological dictionary (ESSI IV: 164–66 and 
XIII: 57–59) and in an article devoted to the principles and methods of 
semantic research [Trubachev 1976:153–54]. His conclusions, which do 
not seem to have undergone changes between 1976 and 1987, can be 
summarized as follows.  

Alongside Lith. kertùs, Slavic cЪrto-ryja exists. Its second element is, 
except for the suffix, the same as of Russ. zemle-roika. Only in it, instead 

                                                           
2 On the title page of this edition the late Gilbert White, A.M. is called Fellow of Oriel 
College, Oxford. The letters are no longer called such and the dates have been removed, 
but the numbering of “chapters” remains the same as in the original edition. 
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of an ‘earth-digger’, we have a compound consisting of a word related to 
Russ. chert ‘devil’ and a slightly different word for ‘digger’. Trubachev 
allied Russ. chert ‘devil’ to krot ‘mole’, which, I think, is correct, but he 
explained chert as ‘cutter’, and here he may have been mistaken. Chert is, 
more probably, primary and cannot be derived from the animal name. 
Among the other words akin to chert are OI skrati ~ skratti ‘troll’ (also 
‘magician’), Sw. skrate ‘ghost’, and OHG scraz, with variants (G Schrat) 
‘goblin; forest demon’. See the Scandinavian forms and AEW and a 
detailed discussion of the Slavic material in [Zubov 2010:118, 121]. In 
1985 Dukova suggested that chert and Schrat are related and that Sw. 
skratta ‘laugh’ and its cognates referred to demonic laughter, the terrifying 
noise evil creatures produce [Dukova 1985]. The more we learn about 
those words, the less we are inclined to glossing any one of them as 
‘cutter.’ Trubachev wondered why a burrowing animal should have been 
called ‘devil’. He visualized an ancient earth spirit working its way from 
below, a petty pagan devil. He was right. The digger in question was not 
the biblical Fiend, Satan, or the Prince of Darkness; we are indeed in the 
realm of lower mythology. The mole is black and lives in the earth. Those 
features must have been sufficient for attributing hellish force to the 
animal (in Slavic demonology, a petty devil could be hatched from an egg 
of a black hen: see [Zubov 2010]). It is less clear how the shrewmouse 
ended up in the same company. Here I can only offer an unsafe guess. In 
the remote past, the same name occasionally attached itself to different 
animals. Originally it was not only the mole that had a skr-name. The 
association with the shrew, another burrower whose name began with the 
same consonantal group, came later, and the two animals were confused. 
Be that as it may, shrew and krot look like secure cognates, and since krot 
is related to chert, shrew is related to it too. 

We can now return to Gmc *skrauwa. A persuasive etymology of this 
word is hardly within reach, though one can state with a good deal of cer-
tainty that, contrary to the prevailing opinion, the ancient devil was not a 
‘cutter’. Some light falls on the derivation of the rodents’ names from the 
variation g ~ b in the Scandinavian languages. Positing an onomatopoeic 
origin of an obscure word is what German linguists would call a Verlegen-
heitslösung, a solution born of despair. But such solutions may turn out to be 
right. Once upon a time a demon frightening people from the bowels of the 
earth seems to have existed in the popular imagination and was known 
among Germanic and Slavic peoples. Its name began with skr or kr (a trivial 
case of s-mobile), while the root vowel and the final consonant differed from 
place to place, as witnessed by the variation of a ~ u and -g ~ -b in German-
ic. In *skrauwa the root ended in a semivowel, while in krot and chert -t was 
a suffix; the same holds for the skrat- family. Since Germanic t does not 
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correspond to t in Slavic, final -t must have developed in both language 
groups independently. Borrowing cannot even be considered. 

A final question concerns the relations between shrew, the animal 
name, and shrew ‘querulous woman’. Nearly all the authors of old diction-
aries treated shrew ‘woman’ as primary and shrew ‘animal’ as secondary. 
They were misled by a wrong etymology, for they derived the word for the 
human shrew from G schreien ‘shout, shriek’ (or from its Low German 
cognate) and glossed it as ‘clamorous woman; brawler’. Allegedly, the 
name of a venomous woman was transferred to a venomous mouse. This 
etymology, with minor variations, survived the nineteenth century and a 
hundred years of Webster’s dictionary (until the publication of the third 
edition of Webster’s International), though Skeat never endorsed it. Even 
later, some respectable language historians doubted that shrew1 and shrew2 
could have anything to do with each other; cf. [Binz 1905:66]. As usual, 
one can find in the literature a few fanciful attempts to explain the origin 
of shrew. One of them traced shrew to Irish, another to Dutch. They do not 
deserve our attention here. Only Eduard Mueller (or Müller), the author of a 
good but forgotten etymological dictionary of English, should be mentioned 
in this context. He too tried to connect shrew with schreien, but he suggested 
that schreien meant something like ‘decry’, or ‘curse’, as seen in the verb 
beshrew. If he had gone further, he might have detected the context of 
devilry that has the greatest relevance for the history of shrew.  

By way of conclusion, I would like to quote a letter Skeat sent to The 
Athenaeum in 1881. Few people read that old correspondence today. It is 
devoted to the relations between the noun shrew and the adjective shrewd. “I 
observe in a late review of Mr. Britten’s ‘Old Country and Farmington 
Words’ (Skeat refers to [Anonymous 1881]) that some notice is taken of a 
quotation which says that a shrew-mouse is rightly named because it gives 
shrewd bites. The explanation is wrong, of course, but not so silly as seems 
to be implied, for the connexion between these words is real. It would be 
easy to show by numerous quotations that shrewd was originally the past 
participle of Middle English shrewen, to curse and meant accursed; next, 
that shrewen is a weak verb derived from the adjective shrewe, malicious; 
and, lastly, that shrew-mouse is malicious or harmful mouse…. A screw 
likewise is a vicious horse…. That the animal had a bad name is undoubted; 
whether he deserved it is another question.” We now know that people 
maligned “him” for no reason, but for etymological purposes the connection 
is real, just as Skeat indicated, though he simplified the picture. 

Most etymologies are tentative. So is the one proposed here, but I be-
lieve that it has certain advantages over those current in old and modern 
dictionaries. It provides a context for shrew, unnoticed by earlier German-
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ic scholars, and tries to determine the origin of chert, the object of long 
speculation. Between Trubachev and Dukova the latter problem was 
almost solved, but neither of them knew the putative Germanic cognates. 
This situation is typical. Certain parallels are obvious, but one can notice 
them only by chance. Countless discoveries in etymology owe their 
existence to serendipity. 

Those who will consult the entry shrew in BEE will find 20 citations. A 
few remarks have to be added here about the works mentioned in the 
bibliography but not discussed here. As noted, most dictionaries agree with 
the OED’s treatment of shrew. The majority of researchers who mentioned 
shrew in their publications subscribed to the idea that the shrew is a cutter 
or a biter. See, for example, [Holthausen 1922: 138, #127] and [Wood 
1905–06: 20; 1915: 516, and 1920: 338, #121]. Lehman [Lehmann 1969] 
and Rasmussen [Rasmussen 1992: 44] had the same opinion. Their main 
concern was where laryngeals belonged in the etymon of the West Ger-
manic and the Scandinavian forms (Lehmann) and how scrēawa was 
related to the words with Verschärfung. The other citations in the entry 
shrew (BEE) can be passed over: they only popularize or repeat the state-
ments of their predecessors.  
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